Characterizing and comparing innovation systems by different ‘modes’ of knowledge production: A proximity approach
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Though the concept of innovation systems has become influential in both academia and policy-making, an analytical approach to understanding innovation systems is still lacking. In particular, there is no analytical framework to measure ‘Mode 1’ and ‘Mode 2’ knowledge production. We propose a framework based on the proximity concept. Mode 1 and Mode 2 knowledge production are characterized by collaborations with cognitive, organizational, social, institutional and geographical proximity, and distance, respectively. Using a gravity model approach we apply our framework to the case of type 2 diabetes research and provide a characterization of the global innovation system and a comparative analysis of the North American and European innovation systems. Our main results hold that although collaborative research on type 2 diabetes generally follows a logic of proximity and hence is not characterized as Mode 2, important differences and similarities exist between the North American and European innovation systems.
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1. Introduction

Few doubt that the organization of scientific knowledge production has changed substantially over the past decades. Universities now interact more closely with industry and other societal stakeholders to legitimate public funding and raise more private funding (Gibbons et al. 1994). Although, historically, these hybrid collaborations were already quite common in some fields of science, it has been argued that only recently have these forms of collaboration become ubiquitous. Indeed, this trend has been evidenced by publication data showing that universities increasingly co-publish with other institutional actors including firms, governments and hospitals (Hicks and Katz 1996; Adams et al. 2005).

From a geographical perspective, one can expect that the nature and extent of such cross-institutional interactions differ across territories to the extent that territories control the institutions that structure such hybrid collaborations. Thus, a national innovation system (Freeman 1987; Lundvall 1988), can be defined as a national
system whose organizations interact across institutional spheres for the purpose of knowledge production and innovation. *Mutatis mutandis*, one can also speak of a regional innovation system (Cooke et al. 1998) or an international innovation system (Carlsson 2006). More generally, one can speak of a territorial innovation system with its boundaries defined by geographical areas that have some degree of institutional specificity (Morgan 2004).

A comprehensive assessment of the distributed nature of knowledge production has been proposed by Gibbons et al. (1994). They considered the increased interaction across institutional spheres as just one aspect out of many more aspects that characterize today’s knowledge production processes. They introduced the distinction between the traditional university mode of knowledge production termed ‘Mode 1’, and the emerging distributed mode of knowledge production termed ‘Mode 2’. Gibbons et al. (1994: 34) summarised their central thesis concerning Mode 2 knowledge production as follows:

...not only is the average number of authors per paper increasing, but much more significantly, so are the diversity of specialisms and disciplines involved in the writing of a single paper and the range of institutions and organizations from which the authors originate. In addition, the geographical distribution of these institutions continues to broaden. In mode 2, not only are more actors involved in the genesis of knowledge, but they remain socially distributed.

Thus, their thesis not only emphasizes university–industry–government collaboration similar to the territorial innovation system concepts, but it also highlights a trend towards globalization (Castells 1996) and interdisciplinarity (Barry et al. 2008) in collaborative knowledge production.

Though the concepts of innovation systems and Mode 2 knowledge production have become very influential in academic research and policy-making circles alike (Lundvall 2007; Hessels and Van Lente 2008), their use has been limited to qualitative research. We argue that the lack of quantitative empirical research emerges from a lack of operational concepts that capture the various characteristics of Mode 2, as a result of which there is a lack of methodological standardization and empirical understanding of the innovation system and Mode 2 concepts. We believe that, ultimately, the operational difficulties are rooted in the a-theoretical notions underlying the two concepts. What is more, the proliferation of alternative concepts that aim to capture the changing nature of knowledge production—the network society (Castells 1996), the triple helix of university–industry–government relations (Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz 1996), academic capitalism (Slaughter and Leslie 1997), open innovation (Chesbrough 2003), global pipelines (Bathelt et al. 2004), logics of interdisciplinarity (Barry et al. 2008) and search regimes (Bonaccorsi 2008)—further complicate the quest for a common understanding and more cumulative research programmes.

What is lacking then is an analytical approach that allows for a systematic understanding of the nature and extent to which organizations interact in innovation systems, and how such systems can be compared across territories. The aim of this paper is therefore to propose an analytical framework suitable for a systematic assessment of some of the main propositions made within the literature on innovation systems and Mode 2 knowledge production that allows for both a general characterization and a comparison of territorial innovation systems.

First, as innovation system and Mode 2 knowledge production are essentially concepts that refer to ‘interactive learning’ (Lundvall 1988) and ‘distributed’ knowledge production (Gibbons et al. 1994), we propose to base such a framework on the proximity concept (Rallet 1993; Rallet and Torre 1999; Knoben and Oerlemans 2006). The proximity dimensions we adopt are taken from Boschma (2005) and Ballard (2012) who distinguish between cognitive, organizational, social, institutional and geographical proximity. As will be shown, these dimensions map almost one-to-one to various aspects which are emphasized under the Mode 2 knowledge production concept. That is, actors engaged in collaborative knowledge production can be positioned along the several Mode 2 dimensions as being more or less proximate, where proximity corresponds to Mode 1 and its opposite (distance) to Mode 2 knowledge production. In doing so, we develop an analytical framework for the study of territorial innovation systems based on the various dimensions of collaboration.

Second, we apply our framework to the case of knowledge production in the field of type 2 diabetes, analysing the worldwide patterns of collaboration in this field as well as providing a comparative analysis of the North American (USA and Canada) and European (EU15 (the 15 member states of the EU prior to 1 May 2004) and Switzerland) innovation systems in the field of type 2 diabetes. Our system delineation is akin to the notion of a technological system (Carlsson et al. 2002; Hekkert et al. 2007) in that we delineate our innovation system in terms of the actors who work on solutions to a common problem (here, type 2 diabetes). We use co-publication data to indicate the collaborations between actors in the innovation system. As such, the problem at stake concerns type 2 diabetes as addressed throughout the scientific literature. The actors involved are the organizations that concern themselves with providing evidence on solutions to this problem, and their interactions are reflected by collaborations among organizations as measured by co-publications.

Overall, the objective of this study is to propose the proximity concept within a network analytic approach as a useful analytical tool to characterize and compare innovation systems in terms of different modes of knowledge production. As such, the main contribution of this study...
is two-fold. One contribution is that we show how the proximity framework can be used empirically to test general propositions that follow from a characterization of territorial innovation systems in terms of Mode 1 and Mode 2 knowledge production. The other main contribution is that we show how the proximity framework can be empirically used to compare innovation systems in terms of their ‘Mode 2-ness’.

Accordingly, our main empirical results are also two-fold. Our first empirical result holds that the global innovation system in the field of type 2 diabetes research is generally characterized by Mode 1 instead of Mode 2 knowledge production as evidenced by the importance of proximity rather than distance in all five dimensions. Second, differences and similarities exist between the North American and European innovation systems in the field of type 2 diabetes research. In particular, we find that social and organizational proximity play a relatively smaller role in Europe as compared to North America while cognitive and institutional proximity are equally important in Europe and North America. Hence, we conclude that Europe is more Mode 2 than North America in terms of the geographical, social and organizational aspects to collaborative research and less Mode 2 in terms of being relatively confined to take place within national boundaries, although Europe and North America are fairly equal in terms of their Mode 2-ness when it comes to the institutional and cognitive aspects of collaborative knowledge production.

2. Theoretical framework

If anything characterized the change in scientific knowledge production over the past century, it has been its increasingly distributed nature. This trend was noted by Price (1963) who noticed an increase in the number of authors on scientific papers. He described this trend at the time as a transformation from ‘little science to big science’. Since then, the number of authors per paper has steadily increased with the mean number of authors per paper currently exceeding 3.5 in science and engineering and 2.0 in social sciences (Wuchty et al. 2007). The trend in increasing levels of collaboration is accompanied by an increase in the share of university–industry–government relations (Hicks and Katz 1996; Adams et al. 2005) and increasing internationalization (Adams et al. 2005; Frenken et al. 2009).

To explain the pattern of interaction, a proximity approach is useful as it emerged from research in innovation networks (Rallet 1993; Rallet and Torre 1999). The proximity concept can be applied to interaction in science using the same five dimensions as distinguished in the study of innovation networks: cognitive, organizational, social, institutional and geographical proximity (Boschma 2005; Frenken et al. 2009).

2.1 Cognitive proximity. The effective transfer of knowledge in research collaboration requires absorptive capacity to identify, interpret and exploit the new knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal 1990; Nooteboom 1999). In effect, the ease of knowledge transfer and mutual learning between actors may depend on the similarity of their knowledge bases (Lane and Lubatkin 1998). The capacity of actors to exchange and combine their knowledge requires cognitive proximity. That is, the knowledge bases of actors should be similar enough in order to communicate, understand and process scientific knowledge successfully. The importance of cognitive proximity is evident from the disciplinary nature of most scientific research, publishing and teaching.

2.2 Organizational proximity. Organizational proximity has been defined as the extent to which networks occur within the context of an organizational arrangement (Boschma 2005). Typically, organizational proximity thus refers to the extent to which any two actors are under shared hierarchical control. Historically, universities have emerged as the prime organizational vehicle to organize interaction between scientists, where hierarchy is typically delegated to a primus inter pares. Yet, other organizational forms have emerged in science including public research agencies and industrial laboratories. Organizational proximity is argued to facilitate the establishing of collaboration networks, because it reduces uncertainty and opportunism in collaboration projects through collegiality and shared goal orientations.

2.3 Social proximity. The notion of social proximity has its roots in the embeddedness literature (Granovetter 1985). This literature indicates that interactions are always embedded in a social context and that, in turn, social relations affect the outcomes of interactions. In the context of science, social proximity may refer to the extent that two actors have established a friendly relation in the past (in previous projects, as colleagues, as friends, or otherwise). As for organizational proximity, social proximity reduces the uncertainty and opportunism in collaboration, as opportunistic behaviour will lead to reputational loss within an actor’s social network (Dasgupta and David 1994). In addition, social proximity between actors may stimulate commitment and mutual trust, both of which may trigger the initiation and continuation of collaborative engagements.

2.4 Institutional proximity. Whereas social proximity is defined in terms of socially embedded relations between actors at the micro-level, institutional proximity is associated with institutions at the macro-level. As such, actors are institutionally proximate once they operate under the same set of norms and values. Both formal and informal
institutions structure behaviour by providing particular incentives. In science, universities, industries, governments and hospitals all operate under different institutional regimes, thus giving rise to incentive incompatibility problems (Dasgupta and David 1994). For example, firms have an incentive to appropriate knowledge, while universities have an incentive to publish research instantaneously. Collaboration thus benefits from institutional proximity as fewer conflicts are expected to arise when collaborators have similar incentives. This explains why cross-institutional collaborations (viz. ‘triple helix interactions’) are difficult to organize.

2.5 Geographical proximity. The final dimension to be distinguished is geographical proximity. There is a strong claim that geographical proximity is still an important driver of network formation despite the tendency for innovation systems to internationalize (Castells 1996; Carlsson 2006). Indeed, the majority of scientific collaborations take place between actors who are geographically proximate, and generally, within the same region or country (Katz 1994; Hoekman et al. 2009, 2010). Geographical proximity is beneficial for research as effective learning requires face-to-face interaction to transfer tacit knowledge (Collins 1985). Such interaction is easier (and cheaper) to organize when agents are co-located in space. Once the other four forms of proximity have been defined, geographical proximity can be defined in a restricted manner as the inverse of physical distance between actors in absolute (e.g. kilometres) or relative terms (e.g. travel time) (Boschma 2005). For analytical purposes, it is essential to define geographical proximity in such a restricted manner, in order to isolate it from the other dimensions of proximity.

As proximity is an analytical concept, it offers some specific advantages in empirical work explaining the structure of networks. First, by incorporating multiple proximity dimensions in a single explanatory framework, one can test which forms of proximity are determining the patterns in collaboration networks. When including only one proximity dimension in the analysis, findings typically show the strong explanatory power of that dimension. However, due to correlation between proximities, one can only assess the effect of a dimension if other dimensions are controlled for (Boschma 2005; Frenken et al. 2009). Second, one can extend the list of relevant proximity dimensions from Boschma’s (2005) five dimensions to any number of dimensions without changing the meaning of each dimension. For example, linguistic and cultural proximity dimensions may be introduced. Thus, the proximity dimensions are analytically orthogonal even though empirically, many dimensions of proximity may turn out to be correlated.

Following the proximity concept, the distinction between Mode 1 and Mode 2 knowledge production can now be made analytically. Mode 1 stands for knowledge production in which actors are distributed, yet proximate, while Mode 2 knowledge production stands for distributed knowledge production processes, in which actors are distant. The proposed definition of Mode 1 coincides with the ivory tower image of scientific knowledge production, a mode which is disciplinary (cognitive proximity), within university departments (organizational proximity), in personal networks (social proximity), under a strict set of academic norms (institutional proximity) and co-located within the walls of the laboratory site (geographical proximity). Mode 2, by contrast, is characterized by Gibbons et al. (1994) as transdisciplinary (cognitive distance), cross-organizational (organizational distance), in temporary and open networks (social distance), with various, possibly conflicting, goals (institutional distance), and crossing national borders and physical space (geographical distance). A close reading of Gibbons et al. (1994) provides further support for this interpretation of the Mode 2 concept. For each of the proximity dimensions, quotes from Gibbons et al. (1994) can be found that express the nature of Mode 2 knowledge production as collaborative research between distant actors (see Table 1).

From a proximity perspective, one can further qualify the Mode 2 concept as proposed by Gibbons and colleagues. If one were to define Mode 2 knowledge production in a strict sense, as collaborations in which the actors are distant in all dimensions, one can expect to observe very few instances of such modes of collaboration. More often, one would expect to observe that actors are proximate in one dimension as a means of managing the difficulties and conflicts that arise from being distant in the other four dimensions (Ponds et al. 2007). Accordingly, one could develop a more refined typology of Mode 2 knowledge production. For example, Mode 2 knowledge production within geographic clusters would make use of geographical proximity as an organizing principle, while Mode 2 knowledge production within a dedicated organization would make use of organizational proximity as an organizing principle.

The proximity framework also aptly highlights the differences between the Mode 2 concept on the one hand and the more specific terminology proposed by other scholars. The innovation system concept stressed inter-organizational learning, cross-institutional interaction and proximity within a particular territory. As such, the innovation system concept (Freeman 1987; Lundvall 1988) emphasizes the importance of bridging organizational and institutional distances while benefitting from geographical proximity. Thus, while rich in scope, the innovation system concept does not explicitly include the cognitive and social dimensions of collaborative knowledge production.

Other concepts have been more focused on a single dimension. For example, the network society concept (Castells 1996) emphasizes geographical distance, the
The main advantage of conceptualizing an innovation system in terms of collaborative knowledge production among proximate (Mode 1) or distant actors (Mode 2) holds that each single actor can be characterized as a coordinate in five-dimensional space using only the information on the actors involved. What is required is to operationalize the cognitive, organizational, institutional, social and geographical attributes of each actor such that their mutual distance can be established in five-dimensional space. This renders the empirical operationalization of the Mode 2 concept straightforward (obviously at the expense of the richness of the qualitative descriptions put forward by Gibbons and colleagues).

First, if proximity is an important driver of collaboration between organizations of an innovation system on all five dimensions, then this innovation system is characterized as Mode 1 rather than Mode 2. In principle, from distinguishing different aspects of Mode 2 knowledge production along different proximities, any innovation system can be characterized in terms of its ‘Mode 2-ness’ with reference to the particular proximity dimensions that do not play a role in collaborative research. Second, turning to a comparison of territorial innovation systems, the less proximity in a focal innovation system plays a role in steering collaborative knowledge production between organizations as compared to another innovation system, the more that focal innovation system is characterized by following a Mode 2 logic. This latter analysis is especially relevant in the light of science policy seeking to steer particular forms of collaborative research (Dosi et al. 2006; Bonaccorsi 2007; Chessa et al. 2013).

### 3. Data and methods

#### 3.1 Case selection

The choice of diabetes as a case to illustrate our framework empirically, resides first and foremost in the reality of the problem. Diabetes affects millions of people around the globe and is expected to affect even more people in the near future (Danaei et al. 2011; Hurley 2011). Within the scientific literature then, contributions to solving this...
problem have grown tremendously. The fact that diabetes is a chronic disease further underlines its importance. Diabetes not only affects many people, as a chronic disease it also affects many people for longer periods of time and possibly with major consequences.

Diabetes, and especially its type 2 variant, constitutes a very complex disease involving many interacting factors such as: genetics, lifestyle and the (industrialized) environment (Zimmet et al. 2001). However, not only are the aspects involved in the constitution of this disease varied, as a consequence so are the people and organizations occupying themselves with finding solutions to this problem. What medical professionals call translational medicine (Wooff 2008) seems to be especially accurate for diabetes, that is, as a description of medical science that concerns itself with diabetes duly takes into account the whole process from the laboratory bench to the patient’s bedside involving different actors (National Institutes of Health 2004). As such, the nature of diabetes as a scientific problem is immediately enmeshed with societal undertones. Thus, the provision of solutions can be expected to be organized in a Mode 2 fashion (Gibbons et al. 1994; Nowotny et al. 2003).

Overall, we thus consider the field of type 2 diabetes research to constitute an exemplary case wherefore territorial innovation systems can be expected to be organized in a Mode 2 fashion: that is, along a logic of distance instead of proximity. Alternatively, if territorial innovation systems in the field of type 2 diabetes are not found to be organized along a logic of distance, this casts considerable doubt on research more generally (i.e. beyond the field of type 2 diabetes research itself) being organized in a Mode 2 fashion. That is to say, if even a field like type 2 diabetes research is not organized in a Mode 2 fashion, then we would also have low expectations about other fields being organized in a Mode 2 fashion.

3.2 Dependent variable

The dependent variable in the analysis is the intensity of collaborative science between each pair of organizations. Co-publications are scientific papers that are produced by multiple organizations and are often used as indicators of collaborations in science (Katz and Martin 1997; Frenken et al. 2009). Generally, co-publications concern co-authored papers by scholars each working for different organizations. In fewer cases, co-publications concern single-authored papers by scholars with multiple affiliations. In both cases, multiple organizations can be said to have been involved in the production of scientific knowledge.

It must further be noted that co-publications representing collaborative science are only a proxy of research collaboration, since not all research collaborations may end up in a scientific publication, and, vice versa, not all organizations mentioned on a paper may have had an active role in the production of that particular knowledge. Yet, as long as large sets of data are used, these exceptions are no longer expected to influence the conclusions that can be drawn from the data analysis. For this reason, co-publications have been an accepted indicator of collaborative science (Lundberg et al. 2006).

We used Elsevier’s Scopus database to construct our dependent variable. We proceeded in a number of steps (Hardeman 2013). First, in order to identify and extract all bibliometric records representing documents that are concerned with research on type 2 diabetes we constructed a search query based on a list of tags that capture the different names used to address this health problem (see Appendix, A4). Extracting bibliometric information pertaining to a particular research field or discipline is in itself far from straightforward. The list that we used is adapted from discussions that we had with experts from this research field and is complemented by terms denoting type 2 diabetes as they are provided in the medical classification systems of the International Classification of Diseases (World Health Organization 2011), the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) (US National Library of Medicine 2011), and EMTREE (Elsevier Pharma Development Group 2009). Using the search query defined, we extracted 72,725 uniquely coded bibliometric records that represent scientific publications concerned with type 2 diabetes for the period 1996–2008.

Second, every record lists one or more organizations as author affiliations. For each publication record, the information elements can include:

- the name of an organization
- an organization ID
- a sub-organization ID
- the country in which the organization is located
- the city and/or region in which the organization is located
- a more fine-grained description of the location of an organization (e.g. a street, zip code or post box)

If we split the publications record-wise for every organization represented there we can identify 186,719 unique publication-organization pairs.

To identify unique organizations we first made use of the ID Scopus assigns to an organization listed as an affiliation of an author of a document. To assess Scopus’ consistency in assigning unique IDs to unique organizations, we randomly checked 105 such IDs across 18,390 records (9.8% of all information elements). This check involved making sure that the different names attributed to each unique ID are indeed representing the same organization. We performed this check manually and concluded that as only 1.8% of all records represent a deviating name. In general, Scopus’ affiliation IDs are consistent across records (at least in our case). This lends support to our
approach of taking Scopus’ affiliation IDs as our starting point to identify organizations.

However, although the affiliation IDs assigned by Scopus are internally consistent, this does not imply that different affiliation IDs cannot refer to the same (overarching) organization. Thus, in order to ensure that different IDs indeed reflect different organizations we thus had to unify our organizational level data (Van Raan 2005). We used a set of three rules to unify our organization-level data. If any two affiliation IDs belong to:

- the same institutional sphere
- the same hierarchical meta-structure
- the same geographical area

Then these organization IDs are taken to reflect the same organization. Institutional spheres were assigned on the basis of the mission statements taken from the websites of the organizations representing the affiliation IDs. Similar to Parsons’ (1956a; 1956b) idea of bracketing up society into sub-spheres, we distinguish among four such institutional spheres: industry, care, academia and government. Likewise, from their websites we assign all affiliation IDs to their overarching hierarchical structure. Given that a single (overarching) organization can be located at different physical sites we define the organization at the branch level. That is, every set of unique institutional-hierarchical entities were clustered according to their geographical location (see Leydesdorff and Persson (2010) for a discussion on using bibliometric data to map the geography of science). Here we took 50 km of separation to delineate one branch from another.5 Following this three-fold procedure we unified all affiliation IDs that occur more than nine times in our data set and eventually obtained 1,218 distinct organizations that can be characterized as a coordinate in five-dimensional space.6

Finally, for each pair of unique organizations, we counted the number of times they were co-occurring on a paper during the period 2003–8. Given that we have a total of 1,218 organization branches, we have 741,153 observations of organization pairs. Since collaborations are undirected interactions (i.e. the number of collaborations between organization \(i\) and organization \(j\) is the same as the number of collaborations between organization \(j\) and organization \(i\)), we only use half of the total collaboration matrix. What is more, we only take inter-organizational collaborations into account and thus dispense with the diagonal of the full matrix (i.e. those instances in which organization \(i\) is the same as organization \(j\)). Hence, given:

\[
N = \frac{\left(n^2 - n\right)}{2}
\]

where \(N\) is the number of organization pairs and \(n\) the number of organizations, we end up with 741,153 observations at the global level. It must be noted that most observations are zero implying that most organization pairs that could, in principle collaborate, did not actually collaborate at all during the period under investigation.

3.3 Independent variables

In order to explain collaboration intensity between each organization pair, we propose five independent variables covering the five proximity dimensions described (see Table 2 for a formal description of the independent variables). First, geographical proximity is operationalized as the inverse of the distance in kilometres separating two organizations. Apart from measuring geographical proximity in terms of the inverse of kilometre distance, we also include a dummy variable measuring whether or not any two organizations are from the same country. While the former operationalization of geographical proximity comes closest to the idea put forward by Boschma (2005), the latter operationalization of geographical proximity captures the role of national boundaries deemed important within the concept of national systems of innovation.

Second, social proximity is operationalized as the number of prior ties between any two organizations, measured as the log of the number of co-publications in the period 1996–2002.7 We acknowledge that one would ideally have more fine-grained data on social ties between organizations, for example about labour mobility flows, friendship relations or ties among former colleagues (Breschi and Lissoni 2009). In the absence of such data, we take social proximity as approximated by past collaboration activities, as this operationalization comes very close to the idea of flexible networks deemed important within Mode 2 knowledge production (Gibbons et al. 1994). That is, if social proximity positively relates to collaboration, one would rather speak of inflexible networks and hence Mode 1 knowledge production. Reversely, if social proximity has a negative effect on collaboration, one can speak of flexible networks as in Mode 2 knowledge production. It should be noted that social proximity, when used as a determinant of collaboration, does not necessarily reflect social relations as they occur at the time of collaborations, but much more the persistence of past social relations.

Third, starting from the premise that organizations are more cognitively proximate when they often publish in the same academic journals, we measure cognitive proximity as the cosine of the overlap in journals in which any two organizations published in the period 1996–2002. Let \(X_i\) be a vector of length \(N = 1995\), where \(N\) is the number of all journals in which type 2 diabetes research is published. The \(K\)th element of \(X_i\) indicates the number of papers published by institute \(i\) in journal \(K\). For a dyad comprising institutes \(i\) and \(j\), cognitive proximity is simply the cosine of the angle
### Table 2. Description of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of co-publications&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of papers in period 2003–8 on which organization i and organization j both appear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-country dummy&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Dummy equals 1 if both organization i and organization j are from same country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical proximity&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Log of number of papers in period 1996–2002 in which both organization i and organization j appear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social proximity&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Inverse of distance (in km) (plus 1) between organization i and organization j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive proximity&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Cosine of overlap in journals in which both organization i and organization j publish in period 1996–2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional proximity&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Dummy = 1 if both organization i and organization j are from same institutional sphere (i.e. academia, industry, government or care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational proximity&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Dummy = 1 if both organization i and organization j belong to same hierarchical meta-structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Log of total number of publications of organization i times total number of publications of organization j in period 2003–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitivity&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of organizations with which both organization i and organization j co-publish in period 2003–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU dummy&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Dummy = 1 if both organizations are from EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected collaboration propensity&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Square root of number of dyads formed by organization i in period 2003–8 times number of dyads formed by organization j in period 2003–8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

between vectors $X_i$ and $X_j$. Using journal source information instead of patent class information, this measure of cognitive proximity closely resembles existing measures of technological (Jaffe 1986) or knowledge relatedness (Breschi et al. 2003).

Fourth, institutional proximity is represented by a dummy variable denoting whether or not any two organizations belong to the same institutional sphere. In delineating organizations we collected data on the mission statements of the organizations involved. Using the websites of organizations we were thus able to assign every organization to a unique institutional sphere. It follows that any pair of organizations can readily be characterized in terms of institutional proximity once the two organizations belong to the same institutional sphere: either academia, industry, government or care (Ponds et al. 2007).

Finally, organizational proximity is measured as a dummy variable indicating whether or not two organizations belong to the same overarching hierarchical meta-structure. In the context of our study organizational proximity can be of two kinds. It involves either a characterization of the relation between a university (assigned to the institutional sphere of academia) and its associated university hospital (assigned to the institutional sphere of care) or a characterization of the relation between two organizations of the same overarching hierarchical meta-structure but located at different physical sites. As such, our operationalization comes very close to a transaction cost interpretation of organizational proximity along hierarchical lines (Williamson 1981).\(^8\)

### 3.4 Methods: A gravity model approach

To analyse the determinants of co-publication activity between any two organizations, we apply a gravity equation specification of the kind proposed by Ponds et al. (2007) and later adopted by Hoekman et al. (2009) and Maggioni and Uberti (2009) among others. In a gravity model, the gravitational force between two objects is assumed to be positively dependent on the mass of the objects and negatively (positively) on the distance (proximity) between them. In our case this means that the collaboration intensity between two organizations is dependent on their size (as approximated by their total number of publications) and the various proximity measures.

Alternatively, we could have opted for other network analytic approaches to assess collaboration patterns in the field of type 2 diabetes research such as the multiple regression quadratic assignment procedure, exponential random graph models, and stochastic actor-oriented models (Broekel et al. 2014). We choose to adopt a gravity modelling approach for three reasons. One reason is practical: a gravity modelling approach is not restricted by the number of observations while the alternative methods are much more restricted in that sense. Another reason is that our analysis is comparative in nature and thus does not involve a dynamic analysis as in the case of stochastic actor-oriented models. Finally, and most importantly, many organizations in the context of our case of type 2 diabetes research are sizable to the extent that agency at this aggregate level is contested, if not completely absent. In other words, organizations in the field of type 2 diabetes research are much more like countries or regions in terms of the agency involved (or the lack thereof) rather than the ‘real’ actors often considered in more sociological social network analyses (Snijders 2011).

As in other gravity equation specifications used to model collaborative science, we apply a zero-inflated negative binomial regression model since we deal with count data characterized by over-dispersion (Burger et al. 2009).
In the zero-inflated part of our regression models we only include one variable that captures the expectation on any two organizations collaborating (i.e. 'expected collaboration propensity') (see Table 2). As such we assume that, in principle, any two organizations should be able to collaborate provided both organizations have collaborative capacity in the first place. The negative binomial part of our regression models then explains the extent to which the collaboration intensity between any two organizations can be explained by proximity provided that the organizations involved can, in principle, collaborate.9

Given that our observations are at the dyadic level, each organization affects multiple observations. Known as Galton’s problem (Tylor 1889), it can be argued that observations are not statistically independent, thus potentially leading to an underestimation of standard errors (Lincoln 1984). In addition, co-publication networks generally show a high degree of clustering (Newman 2001). Consequently, collaboration as measured by co-publication need not necessarily be driven by a strict mutual (or dyadic) proximity rationale, rather by a rationale in which any two organizations are primarily connected by both being connected to a third organization. To correct for these issues we include a structural variable (i.e. ‘transitivity’) that accounts for the number of collaborators that any two organizations have in common (Lincoln 1984; Stuart 1998) (see Table 2). In addition all the models that were used report on robust standard errors.

4. Results

From the observation that 85% of all publications in type 2 diabetes in the period 1996–2008 concern co-publications, we conclude that the global innovation system in this field of research is indeed best characterized as an interactive (i.e. collaborative) system. Compared to other, more general, research fields, type 2 diabetes research seems to be among the most collaborative ones. Indeed, whereas Wuchty et al. (2007) found that in the year 2000 for the general field of science and engineering—the most collaborative field of research they identified—around 80–85% of all publications involve co-publications, type 2 diabetes research can definitely be considered to be a collaborative enterprise.

In order to compare different territorial innovation systems, we took the example of North America (USA and Canada) and Europe (EU15 and Switzerland). Table 3 shows some general output characteristics of the global, European and North American innovation systems in the field of type 2 diabetes research. As reported before, the global innovation system produced 72,725 publications in the period 1996–2008. Europe (29,868 publications) produces somewhat more publications than North America (24,976 publications). Overall, the USA produces by far the largest number of publications (22,701), followed by Great Britain (7,785 publications), Japan (5,974 publications), and Germany (5,061 publications). Most European countries are part of the top-20 of countries producing the largest number of publications; the exceptions being Austria (730 publications, ranked 24th), Greece (617 publications, ranked 26th), Ireland (291 publications, ranked 32nd) and Portugal (178 publications, ranked 41st). Canada, the other North American country, produced 2,930 publications and is therefore ranked 7th. Overall, the European and North American innovation systems are roughly comparable in terms of the number of publications.

Unfortunately, we do not have data about the impact of each individual paper published by European and North American researchers in the period 1996–2008, let alone the quality of collaborations between organizations. However, as the journal impact factors of the journals listed in Scopus are publicly available, we had a closer look at the most recent impact factors of journals in which European and North American researchers publish. Table 4 lists some statistics about the quality of journals in which European and North American papers are published. The use of journal impact factors to evaluate research is highly contested (Seglen 1997). Nevertheless, and although journal impact factors say next to nothing about the quality of an individual paper

Table 3. Quantities of research produced by global, European, North American, and top-20 national innovation systems in type 2 diabetes research (full, single count)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Territory</th>
<th>Number of publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>72,725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU15 + Switzerland</td>
<td>29,868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA + Canada</td>
<td>24,976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>22,701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>7,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>5,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>5,061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>3,766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>3,494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>2,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>2,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2,162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>2,101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1,908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1,197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>882</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
published in that journal, overall they provide a rough indication of the quality of the scientific media outlets in which researchers of a particular innovation system can publish their results.

It should be noted that journal impact information is not available for all publications. The second column in Table 4 shows, however, that the number and percentage of publications for which such information is available are roughly the same for Europe (25,765; 86%) and North America (21,670; 87%). The next three columns show that on average, North America publishes in slightly higher quality journals than does Europe. All three columns provide information on journal impact derived from the source normalized impact per paper (SNIP) (Moed 2011). The weighted average SNIP (third column Table 4) and the aggregate SNIP (4th column Table 4) are both higher for North America than for Europe. However, in total, Europe and North America publish a roughly equal number of publications in journals where SNIP > 1 (15,562 publications and 15,174 publications, respectively); although this gives North America publishing a larger share of publications (70%) in journals with SNIP > 1 than Europe (60%). Overall, and although there are differences in the quantity and quality of research produced in Europe as compared to North America, we have no reasons to expect that the order of magnitude is such that these differences are likely to have a large impact on collaborative research in both innovation systems being organized differently.

Turning to our main empirical results, Table 5 first shows the descriptive statistics of and correlations among the variables included in the analysis of the global innovation system. A first observation is that organizational proximity is very rare. From the mean of this dummy variable, one can read that only 0.1% of organization pairs are organizationally proximate. This means that the large majority of organization branches also belong to different overarching organizations. Concerning correlations, the intra-country dummy is obviously correlated with geographical proximity as both reflect proximity in physical space, albeit in fundamentally different ways. More interesting, the highest positive correlations are found between some of the other proximity variables. Geographical proximity is correlated with social and organizational proximity. The first correlation seems to suggest that social proximity is more easily maintained when actors are geographically proximate. The second correlation reflects the fact that organizations belonging to the same parent organization are often co-located. In particular, this holds true for academic hospitals and their corresponding universities. Further, social proximity is correlated with cognitive proximity, which seems to suggest that repeated ties occur more often within disciplines than across disciplinary boundaries. This is in line with the Mode 1 versus Mode 2 distinction made by Gibbons et al. (1994), who emphasized that transdisciplinary projects often occur in one-off projects.

Table 6 shows the same set of descriptive statistics, but compares the North American and European innovation systems in type 2 diabetes research. Given that 359 organizations operate in the field of type 2 diabetes...
research in North America and 445 in Europe, these two territorial innovation systems are characterized by, respectively, 64,261 and 98,790 organization pairs summing up to a total of 163,051 organization pairs for the North American and European innovation systems in type 2 diabetes research combined. On average, and notwithstanding the extremely skewed distribution of co-publications, any two organizations in North America collaborate more (0.187 times) than any two organizations in Europe (0.134 times).

First, comparing the descriptive statistics between Europe and North America we observe that the means and standard deviations are fairly similar except for the intra-country dummy, social proximity and organizational proximity, for which the means are much larger in North America. The difference in mean for the intra-country dummy is due to the inclusion of far less countries in the North American innovation system (only the USA and Canada) as compared to the European innovation system (15 EU countries and Switzerland). Despite the difference in the mean, we chose to consider this variable in our comparison. However, first, the potentially hampering impact of administrative borders on research collaboration is vastly different (both empirically and theoretically) from that of kilometre distance (Hoekman et al. 2010); and second, especially with respect to European science policy, the role of country borders is deemed to be particularly important as part of the construction of a single European Research Area (Chessa et al. 2013).

The difference in mean for organizational proximity suggests that the North American innovation system is structurally more hierarchically organized than the European innovation system with relatively more
organization branches operating in this field that belong to the same overarching organization. The mean of social proximity being higher in North America than in Europe points at past collaborations having taken place in the former more than in the latter territorial innovation system. For social proximity the difference in mean is on a par with the difference in standard deviation between Europe and North America.

Second, again with some notable exceptions, the correlations among variables are also comparable between Europe and North America. For Europe, however, the number of co-publications between organization pairs correlates substantially more with the intra-country dummy and organizational proximity than for North America. The latter finding is especially striking given that, on average, more organization branches in North America are organizationally proximate than in Europe. Conversely, for North America, institutional proximity correlates substantially more with the number of co-publications than in Europe. This seems to run counter to the prevailing view that North America is better at translating basic research into commercial innovation than is Europe (Dosi et al. 2006).

Table 7 then shows the estimates for three gravity equation models, with all three models successively showing the negative binomial part, the zero-inflated part, and some additional statistics. The latter include the Vuong test (Vuong 1989), testing whether or not the choice of the zero-inflated negative binomial regression model is appropriate. Overall, for all three models, the results of the Vuong test indicate that the zero-inflated negative binomial regression model fits the data best.

Model 1 in Table 7 shows the results for the global analysis taking into account all organizations worldwide that publish on type 2 diabetes. It is clear from the results that all five proximity dimensions are positive and significant, reflecting that all five dimensions contribute to facilitating research collaborations that lead to co-publications. This result suggests that, on the aggregate level, evidence of a Mode 2 type of pattern of collaborative science is generally absent. That is, distant organizations in any of the five dimensions are less prone to collaborate than close organizations. This does not mean that for each individual organization particular forms of distance may not motivate a particular research collaboration. Rather, when aggregating all collaborations, the effect of such motivations disappears, given that in most of collaborations proximity rather than distance is driving the formation of research partnerships. Hence, overall, the global innovation system on type 2 diabetes research is characterized by Mode 1 rather than Mode 2 knowledge production.

### Table 7. Zero-inflated negative binomial regression results (dependent variable: No. of co-publications)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative binomial part</th>
<th>Model 1: Global</th>
<th>Model 2: EU and North America</th>
<th>Model 3: EU versus North America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-country dummy</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>78.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical proximity</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>20.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social proximity</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>27.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive proximity</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>10.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional proximity</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>8.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational proximity</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>10.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-country dummy × EU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical proximity × EU</td>
<td>-2.72</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-8.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social proximity × EU</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional proximity × EU</td>
<td>-1.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational proximity × EU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>25.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitivity</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-5.65</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>42.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-inflated part</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected collaboration prop.</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-58.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>56.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inalpha</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>23.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vuong statistic</td>
<td>25.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>19.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>741.153</td>
<td>163.051</td>
<td>43168.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-zero observations</td>
<td>19.601</td>
<td>11.393</td>
<td>11.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFadden’s Adj. R²</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In models 2 and 3 we only included organizations located in North America and Europe and included interaction terms to analyse whether or not proximity dimensions had a differential effect on establishing collaborations within Europe as compared to within North America. First, in model 2 we regenerate the results of model 1 but then restrict them to organization pairs that are located in Europe and North America only. As with the global innovation system in the field of type 2 diabetes, collaboration is driven by proximity in all five dimensions. Hence, taken together, the European and North American situations are generally characterized by Mode 1 instead of Mode 2 knowledge production.10

Second, model 3 introduces a dummy variable for intra-European research collaborations and interaction terms to analyse whether or not proximity dimensions had a differential effect on establishing collaborations within Europe as compared to within North America. The results reveal three striking results in the comparison of the European and North American innovation systems. First, the intra-country interaction effect highlights that the bias towards national rather than international collaboration is much stronger in Europe than in North America (read USA–Canada collaboration). Second, geographical, organizational and social proximity play less of a role in Europe than in North America. Third, cognitive and institutional proximity are equally important in Europe and North America. Taken together, and apart from some similarities, the comparative analysis thus shows that there are indeed significant differences between the two territorial innovation systems.

The interpretation of the results warrants a fine-grained analysis in its own right. However, some suggestive interpretations can already be made. The first result, regarding the relative bias towards national collaboration in Europe, may well reflect larger linguistic and cultural variety within Europe than in North America (Crescenzi et al. 2007). What holds is that the North American innovation system is more integrated than the European innovation system when it comes to crossing national boundaries. This result further supports the doubts that have recently been raised about the accomplishment of a European Research Area (Chessa et al. 2013).

In contrast, European collaborations in type 2 diabetes research are less restricted by geographical, organizational and social proximity. The result of social and organizational proximity being of less importance in Europe than in North America suggests that in North America science structures are more stratified than those in Europe, in the sense that North American collaboration patterns are more responsive to avoiding opportunism. On the one hand, it might be argued though that the lesser role played by organizational proximity in Europe is mainly due to the relative absence of overarching organizations in that system. It should be noted that the average number of organization pairs that are organizationally proximate is substantially higher in North America than in Europe. On the other hand, the single correlation of organizational proximity with the number of co-publications between organization pairs was lower for North America than for Europe. Also, and although warranting much more research, our tentative conclusion seems to be supported by claims that the US innovation system is very stratified (Jones et al. 2008) and the European innovation system is fairly cohesive (Hoekman et al. 2009).

Finally, and especially interesting in the light of science policy debates, the third result holds that no differences are found between the two innovation systems in terms of the roles played by institutional and cognitive proximity. Although both forms of proximity are of importance in shaping interactions in European and North American science, it does not seem to be the case that institutional or disciplinary differences are more easily bridged in either of these two systems. As such, the widely held conviction that Europe is worse in translating basic research into commercial innovation seems not to be supported by our findings (Dosi et al. 2006).

Overall, what holds for our comparative analysis is that: first, both the European and North American innovation system in type 2 diabetes research are generally characterized by Mode 1 instead of Mode 2 knowledge production. Second, neither of the two territorial innovation systems can be considered more Mode 2 than the other innovation system in all its aspects. Rather, differences and similarities exist between the two innovation systems as to the role played by particular proximity dimensions steering collaborative research in Europe as compared to North America.

5. Conclusions

We proposed an analytical framework based on the proximity concept to analyse and compare territorial innovation systems in the research field concerned with type 2 diabetes. Where innovation system analysis tends to focus on inter-organizational and cross-institutional dimensions of collaboration, we propose a richer framework based on five dimensions taken from the work by Boschma (2005) on proximity and collaboration. We have been able to show how the five proximity dimensions map almost one-to-one to various aspects of distributed ‘Mode 2’ knowledge production (Gibbons et al. 1994). Thus, the proximity framework allows for an analytical operationalization of the Mode 2 concept. In particular, our proposed framework for thinking of innovation systems in terms of Mode 1 versus Mode 2 knowledge production along five different dimensions of proximity allows both for an empirical characterization as well as a comparative analysis of innovation systems.
In the empirical analysis we assessed the extent to which each proximity dimension affected the intensity of collaboration between organizations working on type 2 diabetes. Our main empirical results are that: first, the global innovation system in the field of type 2 diabetes research is generally characterized by Mode 1 rather than Mode 2 knowledge production as evidenced by the importance of proximity rather than distance in all five dimensions. Second, differences and similarities exist between the North American and European innovation systems in the field of type 2 diabetes research. With respect to the latter finding, we observe that while geographical, social and organizational proximity play a relatively smaller role in Europe as compared to North America, and national boundaries play a relatively smaller role in North America as compared to Europe; cognitive and institutional proximity are equally important in Europe and North America. Hence, we conclude that Europe is more Mode 2 than North America in terms of the social and organizational aspects of collaborative knowledge production, while Europe and North America are fairly equal in terms of their Mode 2-ness when it comes to the institutional and cognitive aspects of collaborative knowledge production.

Our framework allows for a systematic characterization and comparison of territorial innovation systems. A next step in applying our framework would be to undertake a comparative analysis in combination with a performance analysis in the form of a ‘benchmarking exercise’.11 By comparing different systems in terms of their modes of knowledge production and relating these modes to differences in performance, hypotheses regarding the functioning of different territorial innovation systems could be analysed (Arndt and Sternberg 2000; Carlsson et al. 2002; Tödtling et al. 2009); for example, in terms of global market shares in research output, inventions and innovations (Bonaccorsi 2008). A simple hypothesis would posit that the higher the level of ‘Mode-2-ness’, the better the performance of a particular system. This claim seems to be inherent to the Mode 2 concept as introduced by Gibbons et al. (1994), as their description of Mode 2 knowledge production suggests that Mode 2 is better able to solve complex societal problems than Mode 1. Yet, it is for this implicit normative reasoning that the Mode 2 concept has been criticized (Godin 1998; Shinn 2002). Alternatively, one could argue that proximity along at least some dimensions is required to reduce uncertainties and avoid conflicts in research collaboration (Boschma 2005; Balland 2012). So long as empirical research is not carried out in a systematic way such that evidence can be compared and accumulated across different units of comparison, the debate remains empirically ill-informed. We hope that, as a first step, our proximity framework can also serve as a tool to assess the performance of different types of innovation systems.

Of course, the conclusions drawn here follow from assessing one particular case and therefore need not be applicable to research at large: neither at the global scale, nor for the two territorial innovation systems compared in this study. As argued before, however, if anywhere, the premises of Mode 2 knowledge production can be expected to hold especially for the field of type 2 diabetes research. Hence, the fact that we do not find strong evidence for Mode 2 knowledge production in this field casts considerable doubt on the prevalence of Mode 2 knowledge production as an organizing principle of contemporary innovation systems in general. All this is not to suggest that policy-makers should focus more on stimulating Mode 2 research per se. The extent to which Mode 2 knowledge production is desirable from a normative point of view is a different matter altogether (Shinn 2002). At the very least, however, and which particular organizing principle is most desirable from a normative point of view, our proposed framework for thinking of innovation systems in terms of Mode 1 versus Mode 2 knowledge production along five dimensions of proximity allows for both a systematic characterization and a systematic comparison of innovation systems.
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Notes

1. When looking at collaboration as captured by co-publication data, some may prefer to speak of science systems rather than innovation systems. We chose to use the more common term of innovation system here, as scientific research is an integral component of medical innovation.
2. In contrast, this trend is rather weak in the humanities (Wuchty et al. 2007).
3. Some prefer to speak of physical proximity in this context (Frenken et al. 2009).
4. The prime medical issue of diabetes is described as hyperglycaemia, that is, the bodily condition in which an excessive amount of glucose circulates the blood. A state of hyperglycaemia is problematic in that it is indicative of the blood delivering too little energy for the organs to function properly. When this state continues for longer periods of time, this may lead to severe complications. Among the complications of hyperglycaemia, diabetic coma can be most acute. Other, more common, complications involve a loss of sight and severe foot ulcers. Although largely similar in their complications, we can grossly distinguish two most prevalent types of diabetes (type 1 diabetes and type 2 diabetes). On the one hand, type 1 diabetes is generally taken to reflect a state in which the body is insufficiently capable of producing hormones that enable the transformation of glucose into energy (Tattersall 2009). On the other hand, type 2 diabetes is generally taken to reflect a state in which the body is insufficiently capable of metabolizing (i.e. transforming) insulin properly thus leading to an inadequate bodily uptake of energy (Tattersall 2009). Regardless of the bodily capacity to produce insulin (characteristic of type 1 diabetes), type 2 diabetes is primarily characterized by a resistance or deficiency of the body in using insulin. No treatment has been proposed for type 2 diabetes so far that is fully capable of improving the bodily capacity to metabolize insulin on a continuous basis, in a similar fashion as insulin itself has been proposed as a continuous treatment option for patients with type 1 diabetes.

5. Apart from taking 50 km we also experimented with 30 km and 70 km as our geographical boundary of the organization. These alternative geographical boundaries did not alter the results of our analyses.

6. It should be noted that our delineation of organization branches depends crucially upon our ideas on what constitutes an organization branch in the first place. A definite and objective delineation of organization branches is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve (Hardeman 2013). We take the organization branch within innovation systems as constituting:

… a dense network at the center of a web of relationships. (Badaracco 1991: 314)

Hence, our treatment of the organization closely follows a relational perspective on organizations as they are embedded in territories (Dicken and Malmberg 2001). As such we believe it fits perfectly within the larger multi-dimensional proximity framework.

7. The distribution of the number of co-publications between organizations in the period 1996–2002 is extremely skewed. Hence, we log-transformed this variable. As to make log-transformation possible for all values (including zeroes), all values for the number of co-publications in the period 1996–2002 were added with 1. By taking into account past co-publications the argument holds that when past co-publications do not steer contemporary co-publication we can indeed speak of flexible, open, and temporary networks and, hence, Mode 2 knowledge production. We choose this particular time-lag structure (i.e. 1996–2002) in order to leave the two time periods considered (i.e. past and contemporary research collaborations) roughly equal in years and hence what is considered open versus non-open, flexible versus inflexible, temporary versus structural were roughly the same.

8. As for other proximity dimensions, the institutional and organizational proximity are orthogonal. That is, any two organizations (defined at the branch level) may be organizationally proximate yet institutionally distant and vice versa.

9. Zero-inflated negative binomial regression modelling is used when the dependent variable reflects count data with an excessive number of zeroes (Long 1997). In the present paper the excessive zeroes are called structural zeroes: structural because they could not conceivably have taken any value other than zero. Zero-inflated negative binomial regression models allow for a separate modelling of the process generating structural zeroes vis-à-vis the process generating the counts of the dependent variable (including zeroes that could have taken a non-zero value). While the zero-inflated part models the process generating structural zeroes independent from the process generating the counts of the dependent variable, the negative binomial part models the counts of the dependent variable conditional on the likelihood that the dependent variable can be non-zero.

Theoretically, proximity is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for collaborative science to take place (Boschma 2005). In principle, collaborative science can take place over longer distances. But, without sufficient resources to collaborate, proximity alone is not enough for collaboration. As such, the process generating excessive zeroes in collaborative science should indeed be modelled differently from the process generating the counts of our dependent variable. Hence, in the zero-inflated part we do not include proximity variables but only a variable that captures the extent to which any two organizations can possibly collaborate in the first place (i.e. ‘expected collaboration propensity’) and only in the negative binomial part do we specify a gravity model that includes variables on multiple proximity dimensions. If we had included the same variables in the zero-inflated part of the model as we did in the negative binomial part, we would have run the risk
of ‘over-deflating’ some observations that take a value of zero in their dependent variable. In other words, also including all variables measuring the various proximity dimensions in the zero-inflated part would lead to biased estimates in the main parameters of interest.

Finally, it should be noted that including the same set of variables in the zero-inflated part as in the negative binomial part basically amounts to saying that the mechanisms underlying the generation of structural zeroes is essentially the same as the process generating the counts of the dependent variable; leaving the use of a zero-inflated negative binomial regression modelling approach instead of a simple negative binomial regression modelling approach obsolete (Allison 2012, esp. Chap. 9).

10. In Note 9 we motivated our choice for specifying the zero-inflated part of the regression models differently from the negative binomial part. Notwithstanding our arguments for specifying the regression models in this particular way, as an extra robustness check we estimated two alternative regression models. One included the same set of variables in the zero-inflated part as are included in the negative binomial part. Another left out the zero-inflated part altogether and thus estimated an ordinary negative binomial regression model. The outcomes of these models remain largely the same with most parameters neither changing in direction nor in significance. The exception is the parameter estimating the effect of cognitive proximity which turns out to be no longer significant when we include the same set of variables in the zero-inflated part as we did in the negative binomial part of our models. However, it should be noted that the parameter estimating the effect of cognitive proximity again turns significant when we estimate an ordinary (i.e. not zero-inflated) negative binomial regression model. Taken together, these mixed results warrant a more in-depth discussion of the proper specification of (zero-inflated) negative binomial regression models. Such a discussion is, however, beyond the scope of the current study. That having been said, we thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this important issue.

11. From a methodological point of view, another next step in refining the comparative analysis of territorial innovation systems would be to take into account the problem of spatial autocorrelation of flows as a potential bias. Research in spatial econometrics has addressed this issue in the context of R&D collaborations (Scherngell and Lata 2013; Chun 2013). Although, thus far only research that takes regions as the basic unit of analysis has been taken into account, a natural extension of this methodology would be to also consider it in the context of organization-level analysis.
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### Appendix: Search query to extract type 2 diabetes publication records

A1. The source of our bibliometric data is the offline version of Elsevier’s Scopus which we acquired in June 2009.


A3. Note that some terms denoting type 2 diabetes research are rather general, that is, some terms are suspect of having meanings not refering to type 2 diabetes in specific (e.g. ‘dm2’). Hence, we first performed a more general search for diabetes research using ‘diabetes’ and ‘diabetic’ as search terms only.

A4. More formally then we used the following search query:

```{\texttt{\{\{diabetes OR diabetic\} AND \{\{adult onset\} OR \{adultonset\} OR \{adult-onset\} OR \{auto somal dominant\} OR \{ autosomal dominant\} OR \{auto-somal dominant\} OR \{ autosomaldominant\} OR \{auto-somal-dominant\} OR \{ insulin independent\} OR \{insulinindependent\} OR \{insulin-independent\} OR \{ ketosis resistant\} OR \{ketosisresistant\} OR \{ketosis-resistant\} OR \{late onset\} OR \{lateonset\} OR \{ mason type\} OR \{masontype\} OR \{mason-type\} OR \{maturity onset\} OR \{maturityonset\} OR \{maturity-onset\} OR \{non insulin dependent\} OR \{non insulin dependent\} OR \{ non insulin dependent\} OR \{non insulin dependent\} OR \{non insulin dependent\} OR \{noninsulin dependent\} OR \{noninsulinindependent\} OR \{noninsulin-dependent\} OR \{non-insulin-dependent\} OR \{noninsulin-independent\} OR \{noninsulin-dependent\} OR \{nonketotic\} OR \{non-ketotic\} OR \{ slow onset\} OR \{slowonset\} OR \{slow-onset\} OR \{ type 02\} OR \{type 2\} OR \{type ii\} OR \{type-02\} OR \{type-2\} OR \{type-ii\} OR \{aodm\} OR \{dm 2\} OR \{dm 2\} OR \{dm2\} OR \{dm-2\} OR \{mod\} OR \{mody\} OR \{ncdmm\} OR \{niddm\} OR \{niddym\} OR \{aodm\} OR \{dm 2\} OR \{dm2\} OR \{dm-2\} OR \{mod\} OR \{mody\} OR \{ncdmm\} OR \{niddm\} OR \{niddym\} OR \{aodm\} OR \{dm 2\} OR \{dm2\} OR \{dm-2\} OR \{mod\} OR \{mody\} OR \{ncdmm\} OR \{niddm\} OR \{niddym\} OR \{aodm\} OR \{dm 2\} OR \{dm2\} OR \{dm-2\} OR \{mod\} OR \{mody\} OR \{ncdmm\} OR \{niddm\} OR \{niddym\} OR \{stable diabetes\} OR \{stable diabetic\} OR \{diabetes, stable\} OR \{diabetic, stable\} OR \{stable-diabetic\} OR \{stable-diabetic\} OR \{diabetes in young\} OR \{diabetes in youth\} OR \{diabetes mellitus in young\} OR \{diabetes mellitus in youth\} OR \{diabetes mellitus of the young\} OR \{diabetes mellitus-in-youth\} OR \{diabetes mellitus-of-the-young\} OR \{diabetes of the young\} OR \{diabetes-in-young\} OR \{diabetes-in-youth\} OR \{diabetes-mellitus in young\} OR \{diabetes-mellitus in youth\} OR \{diabetes-mellitus of the young\} OR \{diabetes-mellitus-in-young\} OR \{diabetes-}
mellitus-in-youth} OR {diabetes-mellitus-of-the-young} OR {diabetes-of-the-young} OR {diabetic in young} OR {diabetic in youth} OR {diabetic of the young} OR {diabetic-in-young} OR {diabetic-in-youth} OR {diabetic-of-the-young} OR {diabetics in young} OR {diabetics in youth} OR {diabetics of the young} OR {diabetics-in-young} OR {diabetics-in-youth} OR {diabetics-of-the-young}} AND {{maturity onset} OR {maturityonset} OR {maturity-onset} OR {non insulin dependent} OR {non insulindependent} OR {non insulin-dependent} OR {noninsulin dependent} OR {noninsulin dependent} OR {noninsulindependent} OR {non-insulin dependent} OR {noninsulin-independent} OR {noninsulin-independent} OR {non-insulin-dependent} OR {non-insulin-dependent}}}